Tips for Businesses

1. Be sure all employees are thoroughly trained before attempting to use the alarm system. Hold monthly training sessions to ensure alarm users are aware of: any changes to the system, the importance of careful pre-arming checks, designated entry/exit doors, proper opening/closing procedures, correct pass codes and arming codes, and rehearse how to cancel accidental activations.

2. Watch out for holiday-related false alarms: thoroughly train temporary holiday employees, watch last minute schedule changes leading to inexperienced employees arming or disarming your system, be careful with the placement of seasonal decorations, long hours and/or holiday parties can result in careless use of alarm system by employees.

3. Look for items that can move within the “view” of your motion detectors, causing false alarms (fans, heaters, hanging signs, fax machines, decorations, balloons, curtains, plants, pets, etc.)

4. Confirm that special consideration has be given to the installation of motion detectors in high bay areas with overhead doors, large exhaust fans or ceiling vents, which allow entry of birds. Discuss with your alarm provider whether your location’s environment requires specially designed and installed motion detectors that will not false alarm due to birds, wildlife, rodents, cats.

5. Ensure all doors and windows are secure and locked before arming your system.

6. Ensure that floor mounted contacts are not being used on overhead/rollup doors. Instead, use track-mounted wide gap contacts by placing a track-mounted contact on BOTH sides of the door tracks at 4-5 feet on one side and 7-8 feet on the other side. Requires that BOTH contacts must be activated to trigger the alarm This will reduce and/or eliminate false alarms due to wind or shaking of the door. Have your alarm provider check the type and condition of contacts installed on your overhead doors.

7. Don’t change pass codes without advising your central monitoring station.

8. Don’t change pass codes and arming codes without advising the appropriate authorized users.

9. Training new users thoroughly, notifying your monitoring station of new authorized users.

10. Your central monitoring station should not request a law enforcement dispatch for power outages, low battery signals or loss of telephone connections.

11. If you believe your alarm system is not working properly, immediately contact your alarm provider.

12. Service and maintain your system (including batteries) regularly before false alarms occur.

13. If your business requires wireless hold-up protection, use dual-action devices only.

14. Replace old law enforcement direct-connect monitoring equipment with newer, high security monitoring technology. Dirty or wet phone lines, telephone repairmen and service interruptions do not require law enforcement.

15. Upgrade old alarm systems to current equipment conforming to the Security Industry Association (SIA) false alarm prevention standards.

False Alarms…..

✓ Take officers and fire fighters away from real emergencies. This embarrassing situation endangers responding authorities and the whole community by needlessly, diverting public safety resources.

✓ Desensitizes communities to actual incidents of crime and fire and can lead to your neighbors ignoring your alarm when it goes off.

✓ Makes your security system less reliable and credible.

✓ May make you reluctant to arm your system, exposing your business and property to unprotected from theft or fire.

✓ Cost citizens time, personal security and money, as many jurisdictions assess costly fines for excessive false alarms.
The Hidden Costs of False Alarms

- Are you operating under the assumption that false alarms are just another “cost of doing business”?
- Do you think every commercial institution is always entitled to unlimited law enforcement response?
- Are you at risk when officers are used to responding to chronic false alarms and a real emergency happens at your facility?

The reality is that patrol resources are limited and should never be wasted. Thousands of patrol hours are spent investigating alarm reports that turn out to be “false alarms.”

Alarm companies and alarm users must be responsible for the use and maintenance of alarm systems to help assure prompt law enforcement response when an emergency really does exist.

What is a False Alarms?

A false alarm is an event that triggers an alarm system when no actual criminal act is being committed or attempted.

Commercial establishments share unique circumstances often contributing to the overall false alarm problem. These circumstances include frequent employee turnover, constant public access, daily opening and closing procedures, working with multiple goods and services, and use of janitorial services.

Businesses Can Control the Hidden Costs of False Alarms

1. Identify the magnitude of your problem and “The Hidden Costs” will quickly become visible.
   - What do you pay in false alarm fines?
   - Which locations generate the most false alarms?
   - Does someone involved in upper management approve payment of the fines?

2. Talk to your alarm provider and become re-educated in the design and use of YOUR security system.
   - Does your alarm system identify the device that caused the alarm activation?
   - Is equipment installed to make activation easy when needed, but safe from accidental trips?
   - Is there a way to cancel response on an accidental activation?
   - Do you use internal verification procedures where, upon an alarm activation (excluding robbery, hold-up, duress or panic alarms), the monitoring operator contacts your location to obtain a code word confirming or discounting the alarm activation prior to requesting law enforcement dispatch?
   - Does your monitoring company use Enhanced Call Verification (ECV)? Upon an alarm activation the central station operator will attempt verification by calling the premises and one other designated responsible party prior to requesting law enforcement dispatch?
   - Are all employees fully trained in the use of the equipment?
   - Are the problems occurring during specific opening and/or closing times?

Check List

- Are you and others who use the system fully educated on its proper operation?
- Does everyone with a key to your business know how to operate your security system?
- Do you take care to eliminate possible causes of false alarms?
- Have you rehearsed alarm cancellation procedures with all who use your system to cancel accidental alarm activations?
- Do you communicate with your security company regularly, advising of schedule changes, problem areas or maintenance needs?
- Do you notify your local Alarm Coordinator when phone numbers or situations change?
- Do you have your security system instruction book and alarm company names and telephone numbers readily available in order to call and cancel accidental alarm activations?

Information provided by: FARA, ESA & LLSSA
False Alarm Reduction Association—www.faraonline.org
Electronic Security Association—www.alarm.org
Louisiana Life Safety & Security Association
False Alarm Section—www.llssa.org